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The feminine share in mountain
adventure Pt III
Cicely Williams

(In this paper there are many extraCts from my book Women on the Rope, George Alien and
nwin 1973)

In 1946 foreign travel, which for 7 years had virtually been at a standstill all over
the world, was at laSt pos 'ible again. The nations were exhausted, their cities lay in
ruins and vast area of Europe were devastated; the Alps, however, remained
untouched and eternal. War-weary climbers came Rooding back; but Jean Morin,
husband of ea, Roeli Roelfsema, brother of Anna, Graham Jack on, brother of
Eileen, Hugues Paillon, nephew of the famou Mary Paillon, and counde others
were all gone. For many women mountaineers climbing could never be quite the
ame again; perhap thi had something to do with the rapid development of

mother-and-daughter, mother-and-son rope; thi proved to be one of the
important new movements of the post-war climbing world.

Climbing en famille became very popular; econd World War British parents,
who had served their apprenticeship in the Alp in the 1930 , saw to it that their
teenagers were introduced to this rewarding way of life. Well-known climbing
personalities like the Chorleys, the Bicknells and the Longland arrived with
ropeloads of young ters; prominent among these pioneer were ea Morin,
Miriam Underhill andJanet Roben (nee Adam Smith and later Carleton).

ea provided a baptism of fire for her daughter Denise and her son lan in
Au tria; they had a mini-mountaineering ea on on the Kai ergebirge, in the
Oetztal and on the ea ier route of the Totenkirchl. Thi set the feet of Deni e and
lan firmly on the mountain.

In 1947 Nea and her sister-in-law Micheline Morin, just to prove tl"!at their pre
war power were unabated, made the first cordie fiminine of the Chapeau a Come
and the Requin and followed this with a similar achievement on the SW ridge of the,
Aiguille du Moine. ea took Denise up Mont Tondu and sub equendy Denise led a
family rope on the Aiguille de I'M.

1950 was a great year for thi family; they did the traver e of the Cinea tes and,
more exciting the traver e of Le f:crin. Deni e Morin wa by now a thoroughly
dedicated mountaineer and followed up her earlier ucces e by ascent of the
M6nch and the Jungfrau with her mother and the traverse of the Meije with ome
French fl-iend .
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More achievements occurred in 1953; ea and Denise had a succes ful session
in the Dolomites and then went on ro Saas Fee where, with a male companion E.
H. Man"ion, they traversed the N ridge of the Weissmie , which Nea was thus the
first woman to lead. In Zermatt lan Morin joined his mother; they did the
Manerhorn roget.her with Nea leading and thus one more record was made for a
first. Brit.ish feminine lead. Two years latet" ea and Denise did the Mer de Glace
face of the Grepon. This was a long-planned and much-hoped-for expedition; for
a variety of reasons it became almost roo exciting. The weather was bad wit.h mist
and falling snow and at the end of the day t.hey were caught in an avalanche fTom
which they only managed ro extricate themselves with difficulty. However it had
been a great day and they found that t.his was the first ever cordie feminine recorded
on that face.

In 1958 Micheline Morin wid) Nea and Denise-by now the wife of Charles
Evans of Everest fame-turned t.heir attention ro the Dolomites in general and the
Spigolo de Velo ridge of the Cima della Madonna in particular. They longed ro do
it guideless but overcame that temptation and engaged the guide Giacoma Scaler.
It was Giacoma's fiftieth ascent by this route and he proved ro be a first class
companion on this extremely strenuous and rather surpt"ising climb. ea'
description of the focal point of the ascent is worth recording.

'The crux of the climb is getling across what I remember as a fathomless chasm and
someho'v attaching oneself to the sheer wall on the far side. You stand on the brink, let
yourself fall forwards, and it eems age before you reach the other side. And there you
are, arching across very much beyond the poillL of no return, looking and feeling like the
Bridge ofSighs.'

However when all was safely over they were all agreed that it was an intensely happy
and satisp"ing climb.

That season ended with a traverse of the Meije by Nea Morin andJanet Roberts
which was almost certainly the first British feminine traverse. By any standards 1958
was an out.standing year for women climbers.

When Miriam Underhill returned to the Alps in 1951 it was her first appearance
for 19 years. She brought along her 14-year-old son Bobby who had recently had
his introduction ro climbing in the mountains of ew England. They arrived in
Grindelwald and joined Miriam's great guide Adolf Rubi who willingly agreed ro
take on the second generation of Underhills. Bobby was soon acclaimed 'a born
mountaineer' and a promise was made that they would all be in the Alps the
following year with more serious ascents in view. This time Brian, the second son,
came roo and Adolf had everyone out on the mountains every day. 1953 found the
whole family at Zermatt with their sights set on viertausenders. Casror and Pollux
were chosen, with the Lyskamm ro be added if all went well. All did go well;
Miriam led on the rocks on the Lyskamm and snow conditions were so. perfect t.hat
they only wore crampons and hardly a step had ro be cur.

But of course there was still the Matterhorn-it was quite impossible ro leave
Zermatt until that had been achieved. Miriam had climbed the mountain 3 times
and her husband had been up 4 times. They decided ro leave it at that and ask
Adolf to take the sons. Bobby went on one of the finest days of the whole season
and had a perfect trip. Brian was not so lucky, conditions were difficult and only 4
parties completed the climb. Brian, needless ro say, was successful and was delighted
ro be joined on the summit by Nea Morin leading her son lan. Truly a great day for
the second generation.
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B the 1950 women climber were making hi tory in many far-Aung part of
the world. The American climber Betsy Cowle (later Pertridge) was the first and
only woman to join the American Hou ton Expedition to epal in 1950. Many
year before he had had many succes e in the Sierra evada and the Ande . By
1950 he \ a already a grandmother twice over but no one was in the lea t
surprised that she wa chosen for the Hou ton Expedition which was to pioneer in
the region S of Everest. Troubles of all kinds were experienced but Betsy remained
quite unperturbed. Her great ambition wa to see Everest for her elf; after a 17
days' march of 125 miles her wish wa granted. Although the results of the
Expedition were disappointing it was con idered a atisfactory enterpri e and Bet y
at lea t had the honour of being the fir t of the modern women pioneers to the
Himalaya, blazing the trail for many who have come after her.

Throughout the 1950 much of the mountaineering intere t of the time was
entred on the Himalaya but great deed were being done by women climber in

other areas. In the Andes in 1951 2 women, Claude Kogan and icole Leiniger,
were included in the Franco-Belgian Expedition to the Cordillera Blanca of Peru,
the primary object of which was to climb Alpamayo (5947m). On QJitaraju
(6100m) Claude and icole reached the summit; in the following year Claude
Kogan returned to the Ande with the great "French climber Bernard Pierre and
made the ascent of Salcantay (60 Im).

In Kenya Clare Craaf and her husband Jan did the Mackinder route up Batian
by the Diamond Clacier-a first ascent by a woman. There were also spectacular
happening in Ka hmir. Bernard Pierre organized a small party to the un-Kun
mas if the object being to climb un (7135m). Claude Kogan was a member of this
party. There were a number of fru trating etback, including an avalanche in
which everal members of the party were slightly hurt. Fortunately Claude and the

wi s Pierre Vittoz e cap d injury and the e 2 made a successful bid for the ummit.
In 1954 Claude was back again to join with Raymond Lambert in an attack on

Cho Oyu. They reached 7600m in poor condition and thi was the greatest height
so far rea hed by a European woman. The next year Claude returned to the
Himalaya with Raymond Lambert and his friend Gauchet and successfully achieved
the first a cent by a woman of Ganesh Himal (7407m). B now Claude was
e tabli hed in the eye of the mountain world a a Himalayan virtuoso.

The pring of 1955 marked an important milestone in the annal of women's
mountaineering. In April of that year the first 'Ladie Only' expedition-com
posed of Esme Speakman, Monica Jack on, Elizabeth Stark and Evelyn Camra s
et out for the Himalaya. All 4 were members of the Ladies' Scottish Climbing

Club; the fir t 3 were al 0 member of the Ladie 'Alpine Club.
There wa considerable difficulty in getting the pecial permit required to climb

In epal; they applied for 2 permits and received one, for the Jugal Himal. And,
sadly, by this time Esme had become ill and had had to drop out. The remaining 3
arrived safely in Kathmandu and the expedition left there on 13 April accompanied
by a liai on officer appointed by the epalese Government. In 6 da s they rea hed
Tempathang, the nearest village to the mountain of the Jugal and her they
engaged local Sherpa .

It had always been intended that the expedition should be exploratory-there
wa no intention to achieve ummits. Their route led to the third, and mo t
easterly, of the 3 glacier valleys of the Jugal Himal and theye tabli hed their Ba e
Camp on a high alp above it. Thi proved to be the Phurbi Chyachumbu Glacier
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which they explored in detail, following it up to the frontier between epal and
Tibet. They also discovered a snowy dome rising to a height of 6700m which they
decided was, after all, within their climbing powers. They managed it quite easily
and christened the peak Gyalgen Peak as a tribute to Mingma Gyalgen their Sirdar.
Having captured this peak they succeeded in discovering the approaches to all the
glaciers of the Jugal H imal and the pas es between them.

The limited time at their disposal came all 100 quickly to an end, but they were
satisfied with the results of their expedition. They had discovered a lot that they
hoped might be useful LO others and, more imponant still, they had learned much
about the reactions of women at high altitudes which could be invaluable LO future
all-women panies. Above all, this expedition proved that it is possible for women
to coIllrol Sherpa panel'S, to enlist their loyalty and suppon and to climb happily
with them. Another faet of no small importance was that they thoroughly enjoyed
themselves as anyone who reads their book Tents in the Clouds will realize
immediately.
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In 1956 another all-women expedition was en route for the Himalaya. It was led
by Joyce Dunsheath and included Hilda Reid, Eileen Gregory and Frances
Delaney. They decided on the Kulu-Spiti-Lahul watershed in E Punjab as the area
for their explorations. They suffered every kind of misfortune, including appalling
weather, but they battled bravely on and managed to achieve considerable survey
work on the Bara Shigri Glacier before they returned. Eileen Gregory (Healey)
remained in the Himalaya for another fortnight and, climbing with 2 local Ladakhi
porters, made the first ascent of Cathedral Peak (6100m) and Chapter House
(5822m) in the Kulu and the third ascent, and first feminine lead, of Deo Tibba
(6001m) in the Kangra.

Meanwhile in the Alps in 1956 Denise Shortall and Rie Leggett, members of the
Pinnacle Club, did the Rothgrat of the Alphubel, the Kanzelgrat of the Rothorn
and the Wellenkuppe-Obergabelhorn-Arbengrat traverse. Each of these was a
cordie feminine and all were almost certainly first ascents by a woman's party. In the
same year the famous Dutch climber, Anna Roelfsema, climbed ·the E face of the
Rothorn with Bernard PelTen, only the second time the climb had been done by a
woman.

Again in 1959 much was going on in the Himalaya. In the spring a parry left
England to attempt Ama Dablam; it was led by EmlynJones with FredericJackson,
Mike Harris, George Fraser and Ted Wt'angham and included also Nea Morin. For
years Nea had longed to go to the Himalaya; at last the chance had come. It seems
hard that from the very first she was dogged by bad luck. She injured her knee
before leaving home and it never really recovered but in spite of this she proved to
be a useful member of the expedition, helping to secure fixed ropes and getting
loads up in the early stages. nfortunately catastrophe overtook the parry; Mike
Harris and George Fraser undertook the final assault on the summit and in
indescribable weather were lost somewhere on the highest slopes. No one will ever
know whether they were on the way up or down-everyone just hoped they had
made the summit. For Nea it was a real tragedy; nevertheless she was proud to have
been the one woman included in such a party.

InJuly of that year the Expedition Feminine 1959 au Nepal, under the leader
ship of Claude Kogan, was on its way to the Far East. It was an international party;
the British members, Eileen Healey, Countess Oorothea Gravina and Margaret
Oarvall came from the Ladies' Alpine Club. Switzerland was represented by Loulou
Boulaz; Claudine Van der Stratten was from Belgium; Jeanne Franco, Or Colette
Le Bret and the photographer Micheline Rambaud were all French. At Kathmandu
they were to be joined by 2 daughters and a niece ofTenzing-Pem Pem, Nima and
Douma-while Tenzing himself had promised to provide a special Sherpa in
charge. It was hoped to reach Base Camp about 18 September, leaving 6 weeks to
explore the lesser heights and the main objective Cho Oyu. There was never a more
enthusiastic party; everyone was happy; everyone knew what they hoped to do and
everyone was determined to try by all means to achieve it.

On the long trek from Kathmandu to Namche Bazar they were accompanied by
Sherpanis-women porters who were nearly as tough as the menfolk. The weather
at amche was poor, it was obvious that although it was the middle of August the
mon oon was not yet finished. The party was held up for some days at Namche but
eventually et out in good spirits and climbed steadily up for 4 days. On 14
Septemb r they reached Nangpa La (5800m) and saw for the first time the wide
purple plains of Tibet stretching out before them. From the top of the Pass,
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perched between Nepal and Tibet, a great, rolling sea of Himalayan giants filled
the distance. The caravan moved on over the pass; almost immediately Cho Oyu
came into view; it was the moment everyone had been waiting for.

Base Camp was established about 2 hours further on and preparations were
made to set up Camp I. This was soon achieved and it was hoped that at least 2
members would sleep at Camp 2 on the next day. Dorothea Gravina and Eileen
Healey were soon up there but a storm rose in the night. Mercifully they escaped
frost-bite but most of the next day was spent trying to clear the camp of the ravages
of the storm. Meanwhile the effects of high altitude were being experienced;
Loulou Boulaz and Ma,rgaret Darvall were seriously ill and had to be evacuated to
Namche Bazar accompanied by Colette the doctor. Dorothea and Eileen left Camp

2 to return to Base and met Claudine Van der Stratten and Jeanne Franco on their
way up to site Camp 3.

Back at Base there was better news of the invalids and although Loulou and
Margaret were never able to rejoin the expedition they did, in fact, each make a
good recovery. By 29 September Claude and Claudine were leaving Camp 3 in
order to establish Camp 4. They requested that urgent loads, including food,
should be sent up. On the last day of September the Sherpas went up with the loads
and Dorothea remained alone at Camp 2. A Sherpa came in with a note from
Claude to say that she and Claudine hoped to spend the night of I October at
Camp 4 and try for the summit if the weather was good. Meanwhile would
Dorothea go up to Camp 3 with a Sherpa, take a tent and enlarge the camp. From
that moment the weather began to deteriorate badly; Dorothea and the Sherpa
could find no trace of Camp 3 and had to descend as rapidly as possible to Camp 2.
Once more a Sherpa arrived with a note from Claude to say that although the
weather was very bad they were safe at Camp 4 and would like Wangdi the Sirdar
and a strong Sherpa to come up next day. The weather got worse and worse.
Wangdi and Dorothea decided that the only sensible course was for him to go up to
Camp 4 and hurry Claude and Claudine down at once. He asked Dorothea to get
everyone down to Base as quickly as possible; Dorothea went into action at once
and all parties were soon descending.

The weather had turned unpleasantly warm; the snow was deep and soft. Before
they reached Camp I a small avalanche hissed by; as they got back to Base larger
avalanches were thundering down unceasingly. Everyone was acutely anxious, the
more so since they felt so completely helpless. During the night the Sherpas
brought in the Sirdar; he was completely exhausted and could only murmur that
Chewang, the Sherpa he had taken with him, was dead, buried in an avalanche. On
3 October the weather cleared; they all went up to the col from which they could
see the whole mountain. For 2 hours they scanned every inch with powerful glasses.
There was nothing to. be seen; the news that Claude, Claudine and"Ang Narbu,
their Sherpa, were lost was sent by runner to Kathmandu. Three days later when
they were able to get up to the site of Camp 3 they found it had completely dis
appeared. Where Camp 4 had been there was nothing, absolutely nothing-it was
swept utterly clean.

I t was a sad, sad story; the 1950s, for all their brilliant successes, ended in
tragedy. Everyone mourned the loss of Claudine, so young and so keen; in Claude
Kogan the mountain world lost one of its greatest and most attractive climbers, and
certainly one of the most experienced in the Himalaya. That she passed on the
torch to others has been fully proved by subsequent events.
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In the world of women's climbing quite a galaxy of new stars appeared in the
1960s. In November 1960 a team ofJapanese women were in the Northern Kulu
and Miss K. Hamananka and Mrs M. Okabe reached the summit ofDeo Tibba. In
the Alps Joan Busby, a member of the Ladies' Alpine Club, made the ascent of the

S face of the Obergabelhorn. This is a real test of mountaineering ability and the
climb was chosen, not by Joan, but by her guide Bernard Perren who loved an
ascent of this grade when he could have a keen, first class climber on his rope. The
crux of the climb is a difficult, exposed perpendicular chimney which they
achieved, climbing in perfect harmony. The final pitch led out of the chimney up
exceedingly steep and difficult rocks leading to a small platform below the summit
cornice-'a perfect ending to a superb climb', J oan announced when it was all over
and she was safely back in Zermatt.

The autumn of 196 I brought another Himalayan expedition which was of
special significance proving conclusively that, with the backing of the Mount
Everest Foundation, it is possible for women to carry out a small expedition with
the minimum of expense and very little publicity. Josephine Scarr and Barbara
Spark, both aged 24, were members of the Pinnacle Club. Both were eager to
spread their wings and be off to mountains in faraway places. India, New Zealand
and Peru were all discussed but finance suggested that India would be the best
choice. This meant the Himalaya and eventually the Kulu-Lahul area, containing
several unclimbed peaks, became their goal. Funds had to be raised and the RGS
and the MEF turned up trumps. Their adventures were nothing if not romantic;
obstacles to progress were forever recurring but by determination, optimism and
considerable climbing expertise they overcame every difficulty. They explored the
glaciers, one of the main purposes of the expedition, but they had peaks in mind
and the ascents of the unclimbed summits of Lion Mountain and Central Peak were
their goal if only they could be achieved. They were achieved and 2 very contented
young wi9men brought their expedition to a close on this note.

The Women's Jagdula Expedition to Nepal in 1962 was concerned with
mapping and climbing in the Kanjiroba Himal in West Nepal, a remote area off the
beaten track. The party was picked and led by Countess Dorothea Gravina; other
members were Denise Evans (nee Morin), Dr Nancy Smith who was the official
doctor to the expedition, Patrici<!. Wood and, of course, Jo Scarr and Barbara
Spark-eagerly awaiting the arrival of the party in New Delhi. The expedition was
sponsored by the Pinnacle Club.

From New Delhi they set off for Nepelgan where the liaison officer and the
Sherpas were waiting. The first stages of the approach march were through the hot
forest and plains of the Terai. Then a week was spent trekking through the Bheri
gorges to Kaigon, the last village before the Jagdula and Kanjiroba ranges. The
party split up here to search for a reasonable route to the mountain they were
hoping to climb. Before the end of April Lower Base Camp was established at
3950m and Upper Base Camp at 5200m. By the end of the month Camps I and 2
were also successfully pitched. A site was found for Camp 3 but altitude sickness
and bad weather delayed progress for nearly 10 days. By the time everyone had
recovered and acclimatized Dorothea went down with a high temperature and had
to remain at Base while the others went up to Camp 3. On 14 May JO and Barbara,
selected as the best acclimatized members, set out for the summit with 2 Sherpas. In
a matter of a few hours they were back having reached the top unbelievably easily
with no sense of exhaustion. By this time Denise had developed a temperature and
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J2 Kan}lrobafrom Kagmara I and members oftheJagdula Expedition, /962 (Photo: ancy Heron Smith)

had to descend, but anc)' and Pat with 2 other herpa reached the ummit, again
with complete ea e, and rollowed the rest or the parry down to Ba e.

When everyone had recuperated there were still a rew day to go berore the
journey home mu t begin. JO and Barbara with a herpa explored the W side or
Kanjiroba; Dorothea and Deni e with 2 herpas and tancy and Pat with one
climbed Kagmara I (600 m); Dorothea and Pat th n did Kagmara 1I (5767m);
finally Deni e, J 0, Barbara and ' tancy made the first a 'cent or Kagmara III
(5 20m). All in alltheJagdula Expedition 1962 wa voted a great uc e .

In the Alps in 1962 Loulou Boulaz with Yvette and Michel Vaucher made a
magnificent attempt on the Eiger I race. adly it wa un ucce rul but the
dirficultie were such that h r ourage and tenacit, were the admiration or the
whole climbing world. In 1964, however, there came ucce ror women on the
ame route. The German climber Dais Voog succeeded in scaling t"lis great wall

and the fact that il had no\ been done by a woman was a historic event which
excited even the non-climbing publi .

1964 wa a good year ror women-Joyce Dun heath led the fir t Indian
Women's H imalayan Expedition to the Garwhal Himalaya and 3 or the members
climbed Mrigthuni, a peak or6 2 m.

For ome years, ever since women began to make their own way into the
Himalaya, there wa one question that wa on tantly being a ked-would women
climb Mount Everest and, ir so, when? This que tion wa partially answered in
1971 when the Swiss woman, Yvetle Vau her, wa included in the International
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xpedition to Evere t. Mi hel Vaucher, Yvette' hu band, wa aloin the party but
he wa - there in her own right a an able and experienced mountaineer. A the only

woman in an all-male team he had her own pecial contribution to make and her
pre ence wa much appreciated by her fellow climber. It helped to keep standards
of behaviour a little higher than might otherwise have been the case and Yvette for
her part wa quietly grateful for the many mall act of hivah-y shown her.

When the march-in \vas completed and the expedition well on the way up Yveue
went up to Camp and then on to help et up Camp 3. It wa after this that end
le mi fortune overtook the party. One after another member went ick; the
weather broke and condition became almo t intolerable. Finally tragedy t pped
in and one ofthe mo t popular members, Har h Bahuguna, an Indian, died from
expo ure de pite th heroic efforts of hi friend to ave him. In the teeth of the
blizzard and through some of the wor t weather ever experien ed on Evere t, Yvett
as i ted in bringing down the body of Harsh. he truggled along uncomplain
ingly, howing great re erve of strength and evenlUally came down the terrible and
dangerou ice-fall, the mo t dangerous pan of the journey, quite magnificently
with no help from anybody.

From then onward thi expedition eemed doomed to di a ter and failure, and
neither Yvette nor anyone el e had the slighte t chance of reaching the ummit of
Everest. evenhele saw man had at last been on the mountain with an offi ial
expedition and that in it elf made hi tOry.

Ot long after thi there wa another expedition to Mount E ere t and for the
econd time a woman was included. Beth Burke, who i a skier rather than a
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climber, \\"a chosen a official nur e to the pany. he marched with the team from
Kathmandu and \\"a stationed at Base Camp at 5200m. he added to her nur ing
dutie re pon ibiliry for the ",·alky-talky' radio communication with the higher
camp and wa later put in harge of the ordering and mar hailing of upplie .
On e more, unfortunately, the weather denied the expedition the ummit.

Jn Europe in the ' evemies' there i a plethora of talented mountaineers
climbing regularly in the Alp and farther afield. There is Chri tine de Colombel
who has done the Eiger face; the oung Dutch climber Marleen chalkwijk; Sally
Wesunacolt of the Ladie ' Alpin ' Club with a remarkable record of ascents in all
parts of the world; and there are many more of all nationalitie ·-women
mountaineers can look to the future with confidence and high hope.

This paper c10s s with the merger of the Ladie 'Alpine Club with the Alpine
Club early in 1975. Thi hi tOric evem et the seal on what women climbers have
comributed over the years and will continue to comribute for generation to come.
Fot more than 100 years they have had their hare in moumain adventure-in the
future it may well be a larger hare.
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